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DEMANDS OF DEMAND GEN

Get ready for content more
horrible than ever.
The vast majority of Demand Gen marketers now use content
marketing as part of a strategic marketing approach, although
less than half have a documented content-marketing strategy
and most admit they can’t track the return on their investment.
Accounting for an average of 28% of their total marketing
budgets, content marketers, without a strategy or a way to
measure success, are poised to create even more horrible
content than ever before.

Engaging content adds value.
In terms of effectiveness, the top content marketing tactics are
in-person events (69%), webinars or webcasts (64%), videos
(60%), and blogs (60%).
In terms of usage, the top content marketing tactics are social
media (92%), eNewsletters (83%), website articles (81%), blogs
(80%), in-person events (77%), case studies (77%), and videos
(76%).
Demand Gen marketers must to deliver content that will
provide measurable engagement from their audience, activate
top prospects, qualify sales leads, and convert them to
customers. Keep reading and learn how.

86%
21%

of Demand Gen
marketers now use
content marketing.
of these marketers can’t
track their content’s
return on investment.

DEVELOPING A STRATEGY

Content should be designed
to move people.
Content marketing should create a two-day dialogue between

anticipate their needs, their hesitations, and concerns, knowing who

marketers and their audiences—enabling personalized, user-focused

you’re talking to isn’t enough. You must inventory all places your

experiences from start to finish. Each piece of content should deliver

customers come in contact with your brand online and off.

value to your prospective customer and ultimately move them
toward doing business with your brand.

No two buyer journeys are exactly the same. The example below is a
general guide for your content strategy matrix, offering generalized

Deciding what content your customers need can seem daunting.

stages to get your started building a content touch-point inventory

Assuming you understand what motivates your customers, and can

that adds value at each stage. Go on. Move people.
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Your content should be

You’re doing it wrong if...

By now, it should be very

If your content promised

Marketing is expensive—

actionable, relevant and

your content doesn’t appear

easy for your customers to

your customers ease of use,

especially when you have to

authentic to the character of

alongside that of your

understand the difference

don’t close with a fifty page

do it twice. Build content that

read the Forbes
article
on how contract
PingPilot
is
your brand.Click here to
competitors.
between
you and your
at an in-person
competition.
changing the customer service
experience formeeting.
the better.

sustains relationships and
guides repeat business.

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

Do you customers look the like
the same superficial clicks,
shares, and keywords?
Measuring marketing campaign performance with statistics like social
media engagement, website pageviews, clicks on ads, new vs old
visitors, shares, and the keywords your customers use are old school and
overly complicated. At best, these performance indicators give you only
superficial insights into your customer behavior.

Your customer clicks on an advertisement, hits a landing page, and submits
their email address to you. This isn’t a conversion. The moment they buy
something from you is the moment they’ve truly converted.
There’s a good chance your customers will engage with your brand in a
way you can’t measure. Phone calls, text messages, web chats, and video
conferences all act like black holes for valuable data. To truly measure
performance, each marketing, sales, and support channel should have
a unique set of metrics and goals—and offer you the ability to track and
analyze what moves them to the next a stage of their journey.
Pro Tip: Augment your marketing stack with software that helps you
track customers in every channel.

“ Emails get reactions.
Phone calls start
conversations.”
										—Simon Sinek

CONVERSATIONAL CONVERSION
Misleading ads. Incoherent bots. Contrived scripts full of qualifying
questions. Landing pages with mile-long lead forms. The feeling of
dread after submitting your info, in anticipation of an endless torrent
of automated emails. The last thing customers want to engage with
is automated marketing content.

The sales funnel is no longer the
destination it once was.
Gone are the days where brands
could guide all inquiries to a single
destination. Today, they need to be
everywhere their customers are.

66%

of small to medium-sized business
salespeople rate live conversations
as a superior source of leads.

Say hello to
conversational conversion
PingPilot offers on-demand phone, text, live chat and video
conferencing designed to dedicate customers to the same
high-performing sales and support agents in real-time, every time.
PingPilot fixes the leaks in the sales funnel between the customer
finding what they want, scheduling a demo, and starting a
trial—and it has huge implications for the SaaS industry in particular.
Your customers dedicated agent remains present throughout the
customer experience, regardless of how and when prospects chose
to interact. Here’s how it works.

The future is now.
PingPilot Widget Buttons live on your website or within your
progressive web app, while PingPilot Signals can live in any piece
of content that can launch a hyperlink, such as eBooks, PDFs,
ads, search engine listings, third-party directories, emails, videos,
webinars, slideshares, Facebook tabs, Twitter profiles, and much
more. They both offer real-time phone, SMS, live chat and video
channels. They are both conversational and both can be proactive,
but the key difference is how a prospects accesses them.
Suddenly, measuring content marketing campaign performance
becomes less about engagement time, referrers, keywords and
shares and more about which piece of content lead a prospect to
engage in the channel they chose at the time they are ready to buy.

Approximately half of all salespeople won’t bother following-up on

With smart-device conversation volume increasing in 2018, PingPilot

leads generated via email (43%) and landing page forms (48%).

enables better lead attribution from anywhere in the universe.

DATA INTEGRATIONS
PingPilot is not a replacement for your existing platform, it’s an enhancement—

PingPilot found a hole in today’s marketing automation,

and it takes less than five minutes to integrate PingPilot into your CRM, Marketing

CRM and support stacks—they were all lacking a human

Automation, or Service Desk platform of choice.

connection and a modern and consistent way to share
data.

By integrating PingPilot into your existing content marketing campaigns, sales
and support work-flows, you can provide total visibility across the whole

Together they aim to put customers back in charge of the

customer experience. PingPilot will automatically share what’s happening in

time and place they interact with brands.

voice, SMS, live chat, and video interactions across your customer records.

We are on a mission to bring all
marketing channels online and offer
you complete customer insights.
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